
In this lecture we are going to look at mapping Solu5on Ecosystems.
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A solution ecosystem consists of the initiatives, and the organisations partnering  on 
those initiatives, that are addressing the interdependent causal factors that underpin 
a specific wicked problem in a specific geographical area.  

That definition highlights the two key components that make up the boundary of the 
solution ecosystem:
•The geographical area, and 
•The wicked problem

•With that boundary determined, participants can identify the initiatives and the 
organisations partnering on those initiative within that boundary.
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This image represents a simplified solu5on ecosystem for the geographical area of the City of 
Ashville and the wicked problem of food insecurity.
It shows the ini5a5ves in the City of Ashville that are addressing the underpinning causal factors 
of the wicked problem of food insecurity.
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As with problem ecosystems, participants might find it easier to frame their solution 
ecosystem into subsystems before they start mapping the initiatives and 
organisations.  Participants would use the same subsystems for their solution 
ecosystem as those that they chose for framing their problem ecosystem.

The frame would provide a rough organising structure for identifying the initiatives 
and organisations that are part of the solution ecosystem.

The solution  ecosystem frame shown in this slide is a frame for the solution 
ecosystem boundary of ‘Food Insecurity in the City of Ashville’.  Within that system 
boundary, four subsystems are identified: 
•Food availability
•Food access
•Food utilization, and 
•Food sustainability

With the frame established participants would then identify the initiatives and 
organisation within those subsystems.
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Both primary and secondary information can be used to identify the initiatives and 
organisations that are part of the solution ecosystem.
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Secondary informa5on is informa5on that already exists somewhere, having been 
collected for another purpose.  Researching  secondary informa5on, is commonly 
called desk research.  Secondary research involves tracking down already published 
informa5on.

Depending on the geographical boundary of your solu5on ecosystem, you many find 
your local Council a good place to find lis5ngs of ini5a5ves and organisa5ons that are 
addressing underpinning causal factors for your wicked problem in your geographical 
community.
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As an example of a source of secondary information, this is the project register for 
the City of Onkaparinga in South Australia.  This register lists projects that the City of 
Onkaparinga is involved with.
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This is another example of a source of secondary information.  It is a South Australian 
directory of organisations and services.
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Primary informa5on is informa5on that does not already exist.   It is generally sourced 
by communica5ng with people.  

There are a range of primary informa5on collec5on methods that can be used to 
iden5fy ini5a5ves and organisa5ons relevant to your wicked problem and 
geographical community.  

When you collect primary informa5on you can collect the informa5on from 
individuals and/or you can collect the informa5on from groups.
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To collect primary information from individuals, methods you can use include 
conducting surveys and undertaking key informant interviews.  You can use surveys 
and key informant interviews to ask individuals if they know of organisations and 
initiatives that are addressing any of the  underpinning causal factors of your wicked 
problem in your target area.

SurveyMonkey is an online survey development software that you can use to create 
surveys and collect responses on the internet.  For creating a survey of up to 10 
questions for 100 respondents or less there is no charge for using SurveyMonkey.

Key informant interviews are in-depth one-to-one conversations with an individual 
that has experience and/or knowledge about the initiatives and organisations in your 
solution ecosystem boundary.
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Primary information collection methods that you can use to find out information 
from groups of people about initiatives and organisations that are within your 
solution ecosystem include conducting focus groups and large group interventions.

Focus groups are in-depth small group discussions that are led by a facilitator.  Focus 
groups are small enough to enable participants to have eye contact with each other 
and for discussion to occur amongst all of the group members.

Large group interventions involve large groups of people, where participants would 
struggle to maintain eye contact across the group and therefore the participants are 
usually split up into smaller groups for discussions.

As with mapping problem ecosystems, cardstorming or affinity mapping could be 
used for mapping solution ecosystems.



This slide shows an example of a solution ecosystem – it is the United States Health 
and Human Services solution ecosystem that was proposed under President Obama.
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As highlighted on this page of the United States Congress website, the chart of the 
solu5on ecosystem was cri5cised as it was considered to display a bewildering array 
of ini5a5ves and organisa5ons.  This cri5que was mainly due to people taking the 
view that they would have to control the solu5on ecosystem.  

Social ecosystems, cannot be controlled.
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